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EXPONENTIAL CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS FOR
RANDOM HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS
RENATO ITURRIAGA, KONSTANTIN KHANIN, AND KE ZHANG
Abstract. We show that for a family of randomly kicked Hamiton-Jacobi equa-
tions on the torus, almost surely, the solution of an initial value problem converges
exponentially fast to the unique stationary solution. Combined with the results in
[6] and [8], this completes the program started in [4] for the multi-dimensional
setting.
1. Introduction
We consider the randomly forced Hamilton-Jacobi equation on the d dimensional
torus
Btψpx, tq ` 12 p∇ψpx, tq ` bq
2 ` Fωpx, tq “ 0, x P Td “ pR{Zqd, (1.1)
where b P Rd, ∇ stands for gradient in x, and Fω is a random potential. By writing
upx, tq “ ∇ψpx, tq, we obtain the stochastic Burgers equation
Btu` pu ¨∇qu “ fωpy, tq, y P Rd, t P R, (1.2)
fωpy, tq “ ´∇Fωpy, tq with the condition ş upx, tqdx “ b. This is one of the moti-
vations of our study. On the other hand, (1.1) is a particular example of the more
general Hamilton-Jacobi equation
Btψ `Hωpx,∇ψq “ 0 (1.3)
where Hωpx, pq is strictly convex and superlinear in p (called the Tonelli Hamiltoni-
ans). Many of our results can be generalized to (1.3), but we will restrict to (1.1)
for simplicity.
We are interested in two types of random potentials. In [4], the authors consider
the dimension d “ 1, with the “white noise potential”
Fωpy, tq “
Mÿ
i“1
Fipy, tq “
Mÿ
i“1
Fipyq 9Wiptq, (1.4)
where Fi : Td Ñ R are smooth functions, and 9Wi are independent white noises. It
is shown that finite time solutions of (1.1) converges exponentially fast to a unique
stationary solution. In this paper, we generalize this result to arbitrary dimensions,
for a related “kicked” model.
The “kicked force” model was introduced in [6], with
Fωpy, tq “
ÿ
jPZ
Fωj pyqδpt´ jq, (1.5)
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where Fωj is an i.i.d. sequence of potentials, and δp¨q is the delta function. We focus
on the “kicked” potential (1.5) as it is simpler, but retains most of the features of
the system.
The system (1.3) does not admit classical solutions in general, and the solution is
interpreted using the Lax-Oleinik variational principle. There is a semi-group family
of operators (see (2.2))
Kω,bs,t : CpTdq Ñ CpTdq,
such that the function ψpx, τq “ Kω,bs,τ ϕpxq, s ď τ ď t is the solution to (1.1) on the
interval rs, ts with the initial condition ψpx, sq “ ϕpxq.
It is shown in [6] that under suitable conditions on the kicked force, almost surely,
the system (1.1) admits a unique solution ψω´ px, tq (up to an additive constant) on
the interval p´8,8q. Let us denote
}ψ}˚ “ min
CPR supxPTd
}ψpxq ´ C},
which is the suitable semi-norm for measuring convergence up to an additive constant.
Then any solution on rs, ts converges to ψω´ as s Ñ ´8, uniformly over all initial
conditions in the semi-norm } ¨ }˚:
lim
sÑ´8 supϕPCpTdq
}Kω,bs,t ϕpxq ´ ψω´ px, tq}˚ “ 0.
Our main result is that the above convergence is exponentially fast.
Main result. There exists a (non-random) λ ą 0 such that, almost surely,
lim sup
sÑ´8
1
|s| log
˜
sup
ϕPCpTdq
}Kω,bs,t ϕpxq ´ ψω´ px, tq}˚
¸
ă ´λ,
see Theorem 1.
Remark. Exponential convergence is also known to hold in the viscous equation
Btψ ` 12p∇ψq
2 ` Fω “ ν∆ψ
(see [11]). However, in this case the a priori convergence rate λpνq Ñ 0 as ν Ñ 0.
Since our result provides a non-zero lower bound on convergence rate when ν “ 0,
it is an interesting question whether a uniform rate of convergence exists for the
viscous equation.
The a priori convergence rate of the Lax-Oleinik semi-group is only polynomial
in time, as evidence in the case when there is no force, i.e. Fω “ 0. In the case
when the force is non-random, exponential convergence is true when the Aubry set
consists of finitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits or fixed points ([7]). According to
a famous conjecture of Mañe, this condition holds for a generic force ([9]), however
this conjecture is only proven when d “ 2 among C2 forces ([2], [3]).
In some sense, [8] proves a random version of Mañe’s conjecture. In the random
case, the role of the Aubry set is taken by the the globally minimizing orbit, and it is
shown that this orbit is non-uniformly hyperbolic under the random Euler-Lagrange
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flow. Conceptually, this hyperbolicity then allows the exponential convergence.
However, this is quite delicate. To illustrate, let us outline the proof in the uniform
hyperbolic case:
‚ (Step 1) Consider a solution Kω,b´T,0ϕ that is sufficiently close to the stationary
solution ψ´p¨, 0q, this is the case since we know the solution Kω,b´T,0ϕ Ñ
ψ´p¨, 0q, albeit without any rate estimates.
‚ (Step 2) Show that the associated finite time minimizers is close to the Aubry
set when t P r´2T {3,´T {3s. By hyperbolic theory, any orbit that stays in
a neighborhood of an hyperbolic orbit for time T {3 must be exponentially
close to it at some point.
‚ (Step 3) Finite time minimizer being exponentially close to the Aubry set
implies the solution is in fact exponentially close to ψ´.
In the non-uniform hyperbolic case, Step 2 fails, because a non-uniform hyperbolic
orbit only influence nearby orbits in a random neighborhood whose size changes
from iterate to iterate. We are forced to devise a much more involved procedure:
(1) (Step A) Reduce the problem to a local one, where we only study the solution
in a small (random) neighborhood of the global minimizer.
(2) (Step B) Consider a solution Kω,b´T,0ϕ is δ-close to the stationary solution
ψ´p¨, 0q locally. Use a combination of variational and non-uniform hyper-
bolic theory to show that the finite time minimizer is δq-close to the global
minimizer at some time, where q ą 1. This step can only be done up to an
exponentially small error.
(3) (Step C) Use step B to show the solution Kω,b´T,0ϕ is δq-close to the stationary
solution. Feed the new estimates into Step B, and repeatedly upgrade until
δ is exponentially small.
We now present the outline of the paper. We formulate our assumptions and
main result in Section 2. Basic properties of the viscosity solutions and stationary
solutions are introduced in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, we reduce the main result
to its local version, as outlined in Step A. This is Proposition 5.1.
In Section 6, we describe the upgrade procedure outlined in Step C. Step B is
formulated in Proposition 6.1, and the proof is postponed to Sections 7 and 8.
2. Statement of the main result
Consider the kicked potentials (1.5), where the random potentials Fωj are chosen
independently from a distribution P P PpC2`αpTdqq, with 0 ă α ď 1.
Given an absolutely continuous curve ζ : rs, ts Ñ Td, we define the action of ζ to
be
Aω,bpζq “
ż t
s
1
2
´
9ζ2pτq ´ b ¨ 9ζ
¯
dτ ´
ÿ
sďjăt
Fωj pζpjqq.
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In other words, when s, t are integers, we include the kick at time s, but not at time
t. For 0 ă s ă t P R, and x, x1 P Td, the action function is
Aω,bs,t px, x1q “ inf
ζpsq“x, ζptq“x1
Aω,bpζq, (2.1)
where ζ is absolutely continuous. The action function is Lipshitz in both variables.
The backward Lax-Oleinik operator Kω,bs,t : CpTdq Ñ CpTdq is defined as
Kω,bs,t ϕpxq “ min
yPTd
!
ϕpyq `Aω,bs,t py, xq
)
. (2.2)
We take (2.2) as the definition of our solution on rs, ts with initial conditon ϕpxq. Due
to the fact that Fωpx, tq vanishes at non-integer times, Kω,bs,t is completely determined
by its value at integer times. In the sequel we consider only s “ m, t “ n P Z. The
operators satisfies a semi-group property: for s ă t ă u,
Kω,bt,uK
ω,b
s,t ϕpxq “ Kω,bs,uϕpxq
We now state the conditions on the random potentials. The following assumptions
are introduced in [6], which guarantees the uniqueness of the stationary solution.
Assumption 1. For any y P Td, there exists Gy P suppP s.t. Gy has a
maximum at y and that there exists δ ą 0 such that
Gypyq ´Gpxq ě δ|y ´ x|2.
Assumption 2. 0 P suppP .
Assumption 3. There exists G P suppP such that G has a unique maximum.
The following is proved in [6] under the weaker assumption that Fωj P C1pTdq:
Proposition 2.1. [6]
(1) Assume that assumption 1 or 2 holds. For a.e. ω P Ω, we have the following
statements.
(a) There exists a Lipshitz function ψ´px, nq, n P Z, such that for any
m ă n,
Kω,bm,nψ
´px,mq “ ψ´px, nq.
(b) For any n P Z, we have
lim
mÑ´8 supϕPCpTq
}Kω,bm,nϕpxq ´ ψ´px, nq}˚ “ 0.
(2) Assume that assumption 3 holds. Then the conclusions for the first case hold
for b “ 0.
We now restrict to a specific family of kicked potentials. The following assumption
is introduced in [6].
Assumption 4. Assume that
Fωj pxq “
Mÿ
i“1
ξijpωqFipxq, (2.3)
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where Fi : Td Ñ R are smooth non-random functions, and the vectors
ξjpωq “ pξijpωqqMi“1 is an i.i.d sequence of vectors in RM with an absolutely
continuous distribution.
In [8], a stronger assumption is used to obtain information on the stationary solutions
and the global minimizer. These additional structures provides the mechanism for
exponential convergence. Let ρ : Rm Ñ R be the density of ξj .
Assumption 5. Suppose assumption 4 holds, and in addition:
–
Ep|ξj |q “
ż
RM
|c|ρpcqdc ă 8.
– For every 1 ď i ď M , there exists non-negative functions ρi P L8pRq
and ρˆi P L1pRM´1q such that
ρpcq ď ρipciqρˆipcˆq,
where c “ pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cM q, cˆi “ pc1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ci´1, ci`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cM q.
Assumption 5 is rather mild. We only need to avoid the case that ρ is degenerate in
some directions. In particular, it is satisfied if ξ1j , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξMj are i.i.d. random variables
with bounded densities and finite mean.
We now state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 1. (1) Assume that assumption 5 and one of assumption 1 or 2 hold.
Assume in addition that the mapping
pF1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FM q : Td Ñ RM (2.4)
is an embedding. For b P Rd, let ψω´ be the unique stationary solution in
Proposition 2.1. Then there exists a (non-random) λ ą 0 and a random
variables Npωq ą 0 such that almost surely, for all N ą Npωq,
sup
ϕPCpTdq
}Kω,bm,nϕ´ ψω´ p¨, nq}˚ ď e´λN .
(2) Assume that assumption 3 and 5 hold. Then the same conclusions hold for
b “ 0.
3. Viscosity solutions and the global minimizer
Let I Ă R be an interval. An absolutely continuous curve γ : I Ñ Td is called a
minimizer if for each interval rs, ts Ă I, we have Aω,bs,t pγpsq, γptqq “ Aω,bpγ|rs,tsq. In
particular, γ is called a forward minimizer if I “ p´8, t0s, a backward minimizer if
I “ rs0,8q and a global minimizer if I “ p´8,8q.
Due to the kicked nature of the potential, a minimizer is always linear between
integer times. Then any minimizer γ : rm,ns Ñ 8 is completely determined by the
sequence
xj “ γpjq, vj “ 9γpj´q, m` 1 ď j ď n. (3.1)
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The underlying dynamics for the minimizers is given by family of maps Φωj : TdˆRd Ñ
Td ˆ Rd
Φωj :
„
x
v

ÞÑ
„
x` v ´∇Fωj pxqmodZd.
v ´∇Fωj pxq

, (3.2)
The maps belong to the so-called standard family, and are examples of symplectic,
exact and monotonically twist diffeomorphisms. For m,n P Z, m ă n, denote
Φωm,npx, vq “ Φωn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Φωmpx, vq.
The (full) orbit of a vector pxn, vnq is given by the sequence
pxj , vjq “ Φωn,jpxn, vnq, j ą n, pxj , vjq “ pΦωj,nq´1pxn, vnq, j ă n.
If γ : rm,ns Ñ Td is a minimizer, then pxj , vjq defined in (3.1) is an orbit, namely
Φωj,kpxj , vjq “ pxk, vkq, m` 1 ď j ă k ď n.
In this case, we extend the sequence to pxm, vmq “ pΦmq´1pxm`1, vm`1q and call
pxj , vjqnj“m a minimizer.
The viscosity solution and the minimizers are linked by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1 ([8], Lemma 3.2). (1) For ϕ P CpTdq and m ă n P Z, for each
x P Td there exists a minimizer pxj , vjqnj“m such that xn “ x, and
Kω,bm,nϕpxnq “ ϕpxmq `Aω,bm,npxm, xnq. (3.3)
Moreover, the minimizer is unique if ψpxq “ Kω,bm,nϕp¨q is differentiable at x,
and in this case vn “ ∇ψpxq ` b.
(2) Suppose ψω´ px, nq is the stationary solution. Then at every x P Td and n P Z,
there exists a backward minimizer pxj , vjqnj“´8 such that xn “ x
Kω,bm,nψω´ pxn, nq “ ψω´ pxm,mq `Aω,bm,npxm, xnq, m ă n.
Moreover, the minimizer is unique if ψω´ p¨, nq is differentiable at x, and in
this case vn “ ∇ψω´ px, nq ` b.
In case (1) we call pxj , vjqnj“m a minimizer for Kω,bm,nϕpx0q, and in case (2) the
orbit pxj , vjqj“´8n is called a minimizer for ψ´pxn, nq.
The forward minimizer is linked to the forward operator qKω,bs,t , defined asqKω,bs,t ϕpxq “ sup
yPTd
!
ϕpyq ´Aω,bs,t px, yq
)
.
Analog of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 hold, which we summarize below.
‚ For every b P Rd, almost surely, there exists a unique Lipshitz function
ψω` px,mq, m P Z, such thatqKω,bm,nψ`px, nq “ ψ`px,mq, m ă n.
‚ For each qKω,bm,nϕpxq there exists a minimizer pxj , vjqnj“m such that xm “ x
and qKω,bm,nϕpxmq “ ϕpxnq ´Aω,bm,npxm, xxq.
When ψ “ qKω,bm,nϕ is differentiable at x we have vm “ ∇ψpxq ` b.
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‚ For each x P Td, and m P Z, there exists a forward minimizer pxj , vjq8j“m
such that xm “ x,qKω,bm,nψω` pxm,mq “ ψω` pxn, nq ´Aω,bm,npxm, xnq, m ă n,
and vm “ ∇ψω` px,mq if ψ`p¨,mq is differentiable at x.
The global minimizer is characterized by both ψω´ and ψω` .
Proposition 3.2. Assume that Assumption 4 holds, and one of Assumptions 1 and
2 holds. Assume in addition, the map (2.4) is an embedding. Then for b P Rd, almost
every ω, there exists a unique global minimizer pxωj , vωj qjPZ. For each j P Z, xωj is
the unique x P Td reaching the minimum in
min
x
tψω´ px, jq ´ ψω` px, jqu. (3.4)
Moreover, ψω˘ p¨, jq are both differentiable at xj, and vj “ ∇ψω´ px, jq`b “ ∇ψω` px, jq`
b.
The function
Q8ω px, jq :“ ψω´ px, jq ´ ψω` px, jq (3.5)
will serve an important purpose for the discussions below.
The random potentials Fωj are generated by a stationary random process, so there
exists a measure preserving transformation θ on the probability space Ω satisfying
Fωn`mpxq “ F θmωn pxq. (3.6)
The family of maps Φωj then defines a non-random transformation
Φˆpx, v, ωq “ pΦ0px, vq, θωq
on the space Td ˆ Rd ˆ Ω. Then from Proposition 3.2,
pxθω0 , vθω0 q “ Φω0 pxω0 , vω0 q
and the probability measure
νpdpx, vq, dωq “ δpxω0 ,vω0 qP pdωq
is invariant and ergodic under Φˆ. The map DΦω0 : Td ˆ Rd ˆ Ω Ñ Sppdq, where
Sppdq is the group of all 2dˆ2d symplectic matrices, defines a cocycle over Φˆ. Under
Assumption 5, its Lyapunov exponents λ1pνq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λ2dpνq are well defined, and due
to symplecticity, we have
λ1pνq ď ¨ ¨ ¨λdpνq ď 0 ď λd`1pνq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λ2dpνq,
and λi “ ´λ2d´i`1.
There is a close relation between the non-degeneracy of the variational problem
(3.4), and non-vanishing of the Lyapunov exponents for the associated cocycle.
Proposition 3.3 ([8], Proposition 3.10). Assume that assumption 5 and one of
assumptions 1 or 2 holds. Assume in addition that the map (2.4) is an embedding.
Then for all b P Rd, for a.e. ω, the following hold.
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(1) There exist CpF, ρq, RpF, ρq ą 0 depending only on F1, ¨ ¨ ¨FM in (2.4) and
the density ρ of ξj, and a positive random variable apωq ą 0 such that
Q8ω px, 0q ´Q8ω pxω0 , 0q ě apωq}x´ xω0 }2, }x´ xω0 } ă RpF, ρq, (3.7)
with
Epapωq´ 12 q ă CpF, ρq. (3.8)
(2) The Lyapunov exponents of ν satisfy
λdpνq ă 0 ă λd`1pνq.
The second conclusion of Proposition 3.3 implies the orbit pxωj , vωj q for the sequence
of maps Φωj is non-uniformly hyperbolic. In particular, it follows that there exists
local unstable and stable manifolds. It is shown in [8] that the graph of the gradient
of the viscosity solutions locally coincide with the unstable and stable manifolds.
Proposition 3.4 ([8], Theorem 6.1). Under the same assumptions as Proposition 3.3,
for each  ą 0, there exists positive random variables rpωq ą 0, Cpωq ą 1, such that
the following hold almost surely.
(1) There exists C1 embedded submanifolds W upxω0 , vω0 q and W spxω0 , vω0 q, such
that
px,∇ψω´ px, 0q ` bq PW upxω0 , vω0 q, px,∇ψω` px, 0q ` bq PW spxω0 , vω0 q
for all }x´ xω0 } ă rpωq.
(2) For every }x´ xω0 } ă rpωq, let px´j , v´j qjď0 and px`j , v`j qjě0 be the backward
and forward minimizers satisfying x0˘ “ x. Then
}pxωj , vωj q ´ px´j , v´j q} ď Cpωqe´λ
1|j|, j ď 0,
}pxωj , vωj q ´ px`j , v`j q} ď Cpωqe´λ
1|j|, j ě 0,
where λ1 “ λd`1pνq ´ .
Remark. In Lemma 4.9 we will show that the random variables rpωq, Cpωq in item
(2) can be chosen to satisfy an additional tempered property.
4. Properties of the viscosity solutions
4.1. Semi-concavity. Given C ą 0, we say that a function f : Rd Ñ R is C
semi-concave if for any x P Rd, there exists a linear form lx : Rd Ñ R such that
fpyq ´ fpxq ď lxpy ´ xq ` C}y ´ x}2, y P Rd.
A function ϕ : Td Ñ R is called C semi-concave if it is C semi-concave as a function
lifted to Rd. The linear form lx is called a subdifferential at x. If ϕ is differentiable
at x P Td, then the subdifferential lx is unique and is equal to dϕpxq. A semi-concave
function is Lipshitz.
Lemma 4.1 ([5], Proposition 4.7.3). If ϕ is continuous and C semi-concave on Td,
then ϕ is 2C
?
d-Lipshitz.
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Lemma 4.2 ([5]). Suppose both ϕ1 and ´qϕ2 is C semi-concave, then over the set
arg minxtϕ1pxq ´ qϕ2pxqu, ϕ1, qϕ2 are differentiable, ∇ψ1pxq “ ∇ψ2pxq, and ∇ϕ1pxq
is 6C-Lipshitz over the set arg minxtϕ1pxq ´ qϕ2pxqu.
Let K0pωq “ }Fω0 }C2`α ` 1 and Kpωq “ 2
?
dpK0pωq ` 1q. The action function
Aω,bm,n has the following properties.
Lemma 4.3 ([8], Lemma 3.2). (1) The function Aω,bm,npx, x1q is 1´semi-concave
in the second component, and is Kpθmωq´semi-concave in the first component.
Here θ : Ω Ñ Ω is the time-shift, see (3.6).
(2) For any ϕ P CpTdq, and m ă n P Z, the function Kω,bm,nϕpxq is 1 semi-concave,
and ´ qKω,bm,nϕpxq is K0pθmωq semi-concave. Either function, as well as the
sum of the two functions, are Kpθmωq Lipshitz.
(3) For n P Z, the functions ψω´ p¨, nq is 1 semi-concave, and ´ψω` p¨, nq is K0pθnωq
semi-concave, Either function, as well as the sum of the two functions, are
Kpθmωq Lipshitz.
We first state two lemmas concerning the properties of the Lax-Oleinik semigroup,
the goal is to obtain Lemma 4.7, which is a version of Mather’s graph theorem ([10]).
Lemma 4.4. For any x P Td, m ă n, ϕ P CpTdq, we haveqKω,bm,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxq ď ϕpxq
Proof. For any x, y P Td,
Kω,bm,nϕpyq ď ϕpxq `Aω,bm,npx, yq,
then qKω,bm,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxq “ max
yPTd
!
Kω,bm,npyq ´Aω,bm,npx, yq
)
ď ϕpxq.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose m ă n. Let pxj , vjqnj“m be a minimizer for Kω,bm,nϕ in the
sense of (3.3). Then for each m ď j ď n, we have
Kω,jm,jϕpxq ě qKω,bj,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxq, @x P Td,
and
Kω,jm,jϕpxjq “ qKω,bj,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxjq.
Proof. By definition Kω,bnn ϕ “ ϕ, so the case j “ n is trivial. For m ď j ă n, we have
Kω,bm,nϕpxnq “ Kω,bm,jϕpxjq `Aω,bj,npxj , xnq.
Then
Kω,bm,jϕpxjq “ Kω,bm,nϕpxnq ´Aω,bm,npxj , xnq ď qKω,bj,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxjq.
On the other hand, apply Lemma 4.4 to Kω,bm,jϕ and j ă n yieldsqKω,bj,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxq “ qKω,bj,n ´Kω,bj,nKω,bm,jϕ¯ pxq ď Kω,bm,jϕpxq.
The lemma follows. 
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As a result, A minimizer of a backward solution is also a minimizer of the forward-
backward solution.
Corollary 4.6. Let pxj , vjqnj“m be a minimizer for Kω,bm,nϕ, then it is also a minimizer
for qKω,bm,n `Kω,bm,nϕ˘.
Proof. Using the calculations in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we getqKω,bj,n ´Kω,bm,nϕ¯ pxjq “ Kω,bm,jϕpxjq “ Kω,bm,nϕpxnq ´Aω,bj,npxj , xnq
for all m ď j ď n. The corollary follows. 
The following lemma provides a Lipshitz estimate for the velocity of the minimizer
in the interior of the time interval.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose m ă n with n ´m ě 2. Let pxj , vjqnj“m and pyj , ηjqnj“m be
two minimizers for Kω,bm,nϕ in the sense of (3.3). Then for all m ă j ă n, we have
}vj ´ ηj} ď Kpθjωq}xj ´ yj}.
The same conclusion hold, if pxj , vjq and pyj , ηjq are minimizers for qKω,bm,nϕpxq.
Proof. We apply Lemma 4.5 to pxj , vjq and pyj , ηjq. Denote ψ1 “ Kω,jm,jϕ and
ψ2 “ qKω,bj,n `Kω,bm,nϕ˘, since j ´m,n ´ j ě 1, ψ1 is 1 semi-concave, ´ψ2 is Kpθjωq
semi-concave. Since xj , yj P arg minxtψ1pxq ´ ψ2pxqu, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 3.1
implies
}vj ´ ηj} “ }∇ψ1pxjq ´∇ψ1pyjq} ď Kpθjωq}xj ´ yj}.

4.2. Properties of the stationary solutions. Recall that
Q8ω px, nq “ ψω´ px, nq ´ ψω` px, nq,
which takes its minimum at the global minimizer xωn . To simplify notations, we will
drop the subscript ω from these functions when there is no confusion.
This function Q8 is very useful, as it can be used to measure the distance to the
global minimizer. For all }y ´ xω0 } ă rpF q, we have
apωq}y ´ xω0 }2 ď Q8px, 0q ´Q8pxω0 , 0q ď Kpωq}y ´ xω0 }2. (4.1)
Moreover, Qω is a Lyapunov function for infinite backward minimizers. Namely, if
py0, η0q “ py0,∇ψω´ py0, 0qq is a backward minimizer, then for any j ă k ď 0, we have
Q8pyj , jq ´Q8pxωj , jq ď Q8pyk, kq ´Q8pxωk , kq. (4.2)
(See [8], Lemma 7.2)
Let us also recall, for any λ1 ă λ, there exists functions rpωq, Cpωq ą 0 such that
for all backward minimizers pyn, ηnqnď0 such that
}yn ´ xωn} ď Cpωq expp´λ1|n|q, for }y0 ´ xω0 } ă rpωq and n ď 0. (4.3)
We will also use a process in non-uniform hyperbolicity known as tempering.
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Lemma 4.8 ([1], Lemma 3.5.7). Let gpωq ą 1 be a random variable satisfying
Eplog gpωqq ă 8, then for any  ą 0, there exists gpωq ą gpωq such that
e´ ď g
pωq
gpθωq ď e
. (4.4)
Let’s call a random variable gpωq ą 0 tempered if for any  ą 0, both g, g´1
admits an upper bound satisfying (4.4). Products and inverses of tempered random
variables are still tempered.
The random variables a,K in (4.1) and r, C in (4.3) are tempered.
Lemma 4.9. For any  ą 0, there exists random variables
apωq ă apωq, rpωq ă rpωq, Kpωq ą Kpωq, Cpωq ą Cpωq
such that
e´ ď a
pωq
apθωq ,
rpωq
rpθωq ,
Kpωq
Kpθωq ,
Cpωq
Cωpθωq ď e
.
Proof. Lemma 4.8 applies to apωq and Kpωq since Eplog a´1q,EplogKq ă 8. The
fact that Cpωq and rpωq are tempered can be proven by adapting the proof Theorem
6.1 in [8]. We now explain the adaptations required.
In [8], there exists local linear coordinates ps, uq with the formula py, ηq “ Pjps, uq
centered at the global minimizer pxωj , vωj q, with the estimates }DPj}, }DP´1j } ď
Kpθjωqa´ 12 pθjωq (section 6 of [8]). Then it is shown that there exists a random
variable r0pωq (called r in that paper) such that any orbit py, ηq P tpy,∇ψω´ py, 0qquX
t}s}, }u} ă r0u must be contained in the stable manifold. r is tempered because it is
the product of tempered random variables. Indeed, the following explicit formula
was given in the Proof of Theorem 6.1, section 7 of [8]:
r¯ “ C˜´3K´9a6κ2ρ2, r0 “ r¯pθ´1ωqK3pθ´1ωqapθ´1ωqκ 12 pθ´1ωq,
where K, a are the same as in this paper, and the fact that ρ, C˜ are tempered is
explained in Lemma 6.5 and Proposition 7.1 of [8]. We now convert to the variable
py, ηq. Since the norm of the coordinate changes are tempered, there exists a tempered
random variable r1pωq such that any orbit contained in
tpy,∇ψω´ py, 0qqu X t}py, ηq ´ pxω0 , vω0 q} ă r1pωqu
must be contained in the unstable manifold of pxω0 , vω0 q.
We now show the same conclusion holds on a neighborhood of the configuration
space }y ´ xω0 } ă rpωq, with rpωq tempered. Let py0, η0q “ py0,∇ψ´py0, 0qq and
let py´1, η´1q be its backward image. According to Lemma 4.2, }η´1 ´ vω´1} ď
Kpθ´1ωq}y´1 ´ xω´1}, as a result
}y´1 ´ xω´1} ă r11`K ppθ
´1ωqq implies }py´1, η´1q ´ pxω´1, vω´1q} ă r1pθ´1ωq.
Finally, using (4.1) and (4.2), we have
}y´1 ´ x´1} ď a 12 pθ´1ωq pQ8py´1,´1q ´Q8px´1,´1qq
ď a 12 pθ´1ωq pQ8py0, 0q ´Q8px0, 0qq ď a 12 pθ´1ωqK 12 pωq}y0 ´ x0},
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We obtain that
}y0 ´ xω0 } ă r1p1`Kqpa´ 12 ˝ θ´1qK 12 “: r
implies py1, η1q is contained in the unstable manifold of pxω´1, vω´1q. r is tempered as
it is products of tempered random variables.
The fact that an orbit on the stable manifold of a non-uniformly hyperbolic
orbit converge at the rate Cpωqe´λn, and that the coefficient Cpωq is tempered is a
standard result in non-uniform hyperbolicity, see for example [1]. 
We now use what we obtained to get an approximation for the stationary solutions.
Lemma 4.10. There exists C1pωq ą 0, e´ ď C1pωq{C1pθωq ď e, such that for all
}y ´ xω0 } ă rpωq, and n ă 0, we have›››ψ´py, 0q ´ ψ´pxn, nq ´Aω,bn,0pxn, yq››› ď C1pωqe´pλ1´q|n|.
We also have the forward version: for n ą 0,›››ψ`py, 0q ´ ψ`pxn, nq `Aω,b0,npy, xnq››› ď C1pωqe´pλ1´q|n|.
Proof. We only prove the backward version. By definition,
ψ´py, 0q ď ψ´pxn, nq `Aω,bn,0pxn, yq.
On the other hand, let pyn, ηnqnď0 be the minimizer for ψω´ pψ, 0q, then
ψ´py, 0q “ ψ´pyn, nq `Aω,bn,0pyn, yq
ě ψ´pxn, nq `Aω,bn,0pxn, yq ´Kpθnωq}xn ´ yn}
ě ψ´pxn, nq `Aω,bn,0pxn, yq ´KpωqCpωqe´pλ
1´q|n|,
where C is from Lemma 4.9. The lemma follows by repeating the calculation with
{2, and taking C1pωq “ K{2pωqC{2pωq. 
5. Reducing to local convergence
In this section we reduce the main theorem to its local version.
Proposition 5.1. Under the same assumptions as Proposition 3.3, there exists
0 ă λ ă λd`1pνq, positive random variables 0 ă τpωq ă rpωq, D0pωq ą 0, and
N0pωq ą 0 such that for all N ą N0pωq and ϕ P CpTq,
sup
ϕPCpTq
min
CPR max}y´xω0 }ďτpωq
ˇˇˇ
Kω,b´N,0ϕpyq ´ ψω´ py, 0q ´ C
ˇˇˇ
ď D0pωqe´λN .
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in the next section. Next, we have a
localization result, which says any minimizer for Kω,b´N,Mϕ or ψ´p¨,Mq go through
the neighborhood t}x´ xω0 } ă ρpωqu at time t “ 0, when N,M are large enough.
Proposition 5.2. Under the same assumptions as Proposition 3.3, let ρ˜pωq ą 0 be
a positive random variable. Then there exists M0 “M0pωq P N depending on ρ˜pωq, ω
such that the following hold.
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(1) For any N,M ě M0pωq, let pyn, ηnq, ´N ď n ď M be a (backward) mini-
mizer for Kω,b´N,MϕpyM q. Then }y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρ˜pωq.
(2) (The forward version) For any N,M ě M0pωq, let pyn, ηnq, ´N ď n ď M
be a (forward) minimizer for qKω,b´N,Mϕpy´N q. Then }y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρ˜pωq.
We prove Proposition 5.2 using the following lemma, stating that the Lax-Oleinik
operators are weak contractions.
Lemma 5.3 ([6], Lemma 3). For any ϕ1, qϕ2 P CpTdq, we have
}Kω,bm,nϕ1 ´Kω,bm,n qϕ2}˚ ď }ϕ1 ´ qϕ2}˚.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We only prove item (1), as the (2) can be proven in the
same way. We denote, for ´N ď m ďM ,
ψ´N,mpxq “ Kω,b´N,mϕpxq,
and let pyn, ηnq, ´N ď n ďM be a minimizer for Kω,b´N,Mϕ. For each ´N ă n ăM ,
Lemma 4.4 and 4.5 implies
ψ´N,npxq ´ qKω,bn,M `ψ´N,M˘ pxq ě 0, x P Td,
ψ´N,npynq ´ qKω,bn,M `ψ´N,M˘ pynq “ 0,
hence
yn P arg min
x
!
ψ´N,npxq ´ qKω,bn,M `ψ´N,M˘ pxq) . (5.1)
Recall that for Q8px, 0q “ ψ´px, 0q´ψ`px, 0q, we have xω0 is the unique minimum
for Q8p¨, 0q. Define
δpωq “ min
}x´xω0 }ěρ˜pωq
Q8pxq ´Q8pxω0 q.
By Proposition 2.1, we can choose M0pωq large enough such that for N,M ěM0pωq,
}ψ´N,0 ´ ψ´p¨, 0q}˚, } qKω,b0,M `ψ´N,M˘´ ψ`p¨, 0q}˚ ă δpωq{4.
As a result, there exists a constant C P R such that›››´ψ´N,0 ´ qKω,b0,M `ψ´N,M˘¯´Q8px, 0q ´ C››› ă δpωq{2.
It follows that the minimum in (5.1) is never reached outside of t}x´ xω0 } ă ρpωqu.
We obtain }y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρ˜pωq. 
We now prove our main theorem assuming Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove the theorem for n “ 0.
Let us apply Proposition 5.2 with ρ˜pωq “ ρpωq from Proposition 5.1. Let pyn, ηnq
be a minimzier of Kω,b´N,MϕpyM q, and py˜, η˜nq a minimizer for
ψ´pyN , Nq “
´
Kω,b´M,Nψ
´p¨,´Mq
¯
pyN q
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with yM “ y˜M , and M “ M0pωq. According to Proposition 5.1, there exists
CpN,ωq P R such that for all }y ´ xω0 } ă ρpωq,ˇˇˇ
Kω,b´N,0ϕpyq ´ ψω´ py, 0q ´ CpN,ωq
ˇˇˇ
ď D0pωqe´λN . (5.2)
Then
Kω,b´N,MϕpyM q “ Kω,b´N,0ϕpyM q `Aω,b0,M py0, yM q
“ pKω,b´N,0ϕpy0q ´ ψω´ py0, 0qq ` ψω´ py0, 0q `Aω,b0,M py0, yM q
ě CpN,ωq ` ψ´pyM ,Mq ´D0pωqe´λN .
On the other hand,
ψ´py˜M ,Mq “ ψ´py˜0, 0q `Aω,b0,M py˜0, y˜M q
“ pψ´py˜0, 0q ´Kω,b´N,0ϕpy˜qq `Kω,b´N,0py˜0, y˜M q `Aω,b0,M py˜0, y˜M q
ď ´CpN,ωq `Kω,b´N,Mϕpy˜M q `D0pωqe´λN .
Using yM “ y˜M , combine both estimates, and take supremum over all yM , we get
sup
yPTd
ˇˇˇ
Kω,b´N,Mϕpyq ´ ψ´py,Mq ´ CpN,ωq
ˇˇˇ
ď D0pωqe´λN .
In order to shift the end time to t “ 0, let denote EQ “ tω P Ω : M0pωq ď Qu
for Q P N. Fix some Q such that P pEQq ą 0, then by ergodicity, almost surely,
Mpθkωq ď Q for infinitely many k. Let us define kpωq as the largest k ă ´Q such
that M0pθkωq “ Q, then›››Kω,b´N,0ϕ´ ψω´ p¨, 0q››› “ ›››Kθkω,b´N´k,kϕ´ ψ´θkωp¨,´kq›››
ď D0pθkωqe´λpN´kq “ D0pθkωqeλkpωqe´λN
provided N ě maxtQ,N0pθkωqu ´ k. By reducing λ and taking N larger we can
absorb the constant D0pθkωqeλkpωq. 
6. Local convergence: localization and upgrade
In this section we prove Proposition 5.1 (local convergence) using Proposition 6.1
and a consecutive upgrade scheme. It is useful to have the following definition for
book keeping.
Definition. Given δ ą 0, N P N, let pyn, ηnq0n“´N be a minimizer for ψNω p¨, 0q “
Kω,b´N,0ϕp¨q, we say the orbit satisfies the (backward) pϕ, δ,Nq approximation property
if for every ´N{3 ď n ď 0 such that }yn ´ xωn} ă rpθnωq, we haveˇˇ`
ψNω pyn, nq ´ ψNω pxωn , nq
˘´ `ψω´ pyn, nq ´ ψω´ pxn, nq˘ˇˇ ă δ.
We denote this condition AP´pω, ϕ, δ,Nq.
The following proposition is our main technical result, which says the approxima-
tion property allows us to estimate how close a backward minimizer is to the global
minimizer:
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Proposition 6.1. Let 0 ă  ă λ1{6, there exists random variables 0 ă ρpωq ă rpωq,
N1pωq ą 0 depending on , such that if a ψNω backward minimizer pyn, ηnq0n“´N
satisfies the AP´pω, ϕ, δ,Nq condition, with 1
}y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρpωq, N ą N1pωq, δ
1
8 ă ρpωq, δ ě e´pλ1´3qN{3, (6.1)
then there exists max
 1
8 log δ,´N6
( ď k ă 0 such that
}yk ´ xωk } ă max
!
δq, e´pλ1´3qN{6
)
, (6.2)
where q “ pλ1 ´ 3q{p8q.
The proof require a detailed analysis using hyperbolic theory, and is deferred to the
next few sections. In this section we prove Proposition 5.1 assuming Proposition 6.1.
We need to use both the forward and backward dynamics.
Definition. Given δ ą 0, N P N, let pyn, ηnqNn“0 be a minimizer for qψNω p¨, 0q “qKω,b0,Nϕp¨q, we say the orbit satisfies the (forward) pϕ, δ,Nq approximation property,
if for every 0 ď k ď N{3 such that }yk ´ xωk } ă rpθkωq, we haveˇˇˇ´ qψNω pyk, kq ´ qψNω pxωk , kq¯´ `ψω` pyk, kq ´ ψω` pxk, kq˘ˇˇˇ ă δ.
We denote this condition AP`pω, ϕ, δ,Nq.
We state a forward version of Proposition 6.1. The proof is the same.
Proposition 6.2. There exists random variables 0 ă ρˇpωq ă rpωq and Nˇ1pωq ą 0
such that if a ψˇNω backward minimizer pyn, ηnqNn“0 satisfies the AP`pω, ϕ, δ,Nq
condition, and in addition,
}y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρˇpωq, N ą Nˇ1pωq, δ
1
8 ă ρˇpωq, δ ě Cˇ2pωqe´pλ1´2qN{3, (6.3)
then there exists 0 ă k ď max  ´ 18 log δ, N6 ( such that
}yk ´ xωk } ă max
!
δq, e´pλ1´3qN{6
)
, (6.4)
where q “ pλ1 ´ 3q{p8q.
The main idea for the proof of Proposition 5.1 is to use both the forward and
backward dynamics to repeatedly upgrade the estimates. If we have aAP´ condition,
Proposition 6.1 implies upgraded localization of backward minimizers at a earlier
time. This can be applied to get a better approximation of the forward solution
for the later time, obtaining an improved AP` condition. We then reverse time
and repeat. However, due to technical reasons, we can only apply this process on a
sub-interval called a good interval.
1The exponential on lower bound in δ in (6.1) is for simpler calculation and comes with no loss
of generality. Indeed, if δ is exponentially small we already have the conclusion of Proposition 5.1.
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Figure 1. Notations for forward-backward iteration
Definition. For β ą 0, we say j P r´N, 0s is a backward β-good time if for every
ϕ P CpTdq and every Kω,b´N,0ϕ minimizer pyn, ηnq0n“´N , we have
}yj ´ xωj } ă β ă ρpθjωq, Kpθjωq ă β´1, N1pωq ă β´1
where ρpωq is in Proposition 6.1. Define forward β-good time similarly, by using
forward minimizers and ρˇ from Proposition 6.2. An interval rn1, n2s is good if n2 is
backward good and n1 is forward good.
Write ϕNω “ Kω,b´N,0ϕ, note that by Corollary 4.6, if pyn, ηnq is a minimizer for
Kω,b´N,0ϕ, then it is also a minimizer for qKω,b´N,0ϕNω “ qKω,b´N,0Kω,b´N,0ϕ. For a β´good
interval, denote
ω1 “ θn1ω, ϕ1 “ Kω,b´N,n1ϕ,
ω2 “ θn2ω, qϕ2 “ qKn2,0ϕNω “ qKn2,0K´N,0ϕ. (6.5)
See Figure 1 for a visualization of the notations.
We now describe the upgrade lemma:
Lemma 6.3. For 0 ă  ă λ1{12 and β ą 0, there exists N2pωq ą 0 such that if
N ą N2pωq, δ 18 ă β{2, δ ě e´pλ1´3qN{3,
and if r´5N{9,´4N{9s Ă rn1, n2s Ă r´2N{3,´N{3s is a β-good time interval with
regards to r´N, 0s, we have:
(1) For ω1, ω2, ϕ1, qϕ2 defined in (6.5) and N¯ “ n2 ´ n1, if
pyj`n2 , ηj`n2q0j“´N¯ satisfies AP´pω2, ϕ1, δ, N¯q condition,
then the orbit
pyj`n1 , ηj`n1qN¯j“0 satisfies AP`pω1, qϕ2, δ1, N¯q condition,
where
δ1 “ max
!
δq´
1
4 , e´pλ1´6qN{54
)
. (6.6)
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Figure 2. Proof of Lemma 6.3, part (1): Use early localization to
estimate forward solutions on the gray interval
(2) If
pyj`n1 , ηj`n1qN¯j“0 satisfies AP`pω1, qϕ2, δ, N¯q condition,
then
pyj`n2 , ηj`n2q0j“´N¯ satisfies AP´pω2, ϕ1, δ1, N¯q condition,
with δ1 given by (6.6).
The reason to require the good time interval to lie in r´2N{3,´N{3s is to apply
the following lemma, which says the global minimizer xωn is almost a minimizer for
finite time solution in the middle of the time interval:
Lemma 6.4. There exists N3pωq ą 0 such that if N ą N3pωq, the following holds
almost surely, for arbitrary ϕ P CpTdq and ´2N{3 ď j ă k ď ´N{3:ˇˇˇ
Kω,b´N,jϕpxωj q ´Kω,b´N,kϕpxωk q `Aω,bj,k pxωj , xωk q
ˇˇˇ
ă e´pλ1´3qN{6,ˇˇˇ qKω,bj,0 ϕpxωj q ´ qKω,bk,0ϕpxωk q `Aω,bj,k pxωj , xωk qˇˇˇ ă e´pλ1´3qN{6.
The proof of the lemma is deferred to section 7.1.
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Refer to Figure 2 for an illustration of the strategy of the proof.
Since n2 is a backward good time and δ
1
8 ă β ă ρpθn2ωq “ ρpω2q, condition (6.1)
holds for the orbit pyj`n2 , ηj`n2q0j“´N¯ at the shifted time ω2, the initial condition
ϕ1, and interval size N¯ .
Therefore by Proposition 6.1, there exists 0 ą ´n2 ě maxt´ N¯6 , 18 log δu, such
that
}yk ´ xωk } ă maxtδq, e´pλ1´3qN¯{6u.
Also, N¯ ě N{9 ě β´1 ě N1pω2q provided N ě 9β´1. Consider n1 ď j ď N¯{3`n1 ă
k, such that }yj ´ xωj } ă rpθjωq. By Corollary 4.6,qKj,0ϕNω pyjq “ qKk,0ϕNω pykq ´Ak,jpyk, yjq,
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then ˇˇˇ qKj,0ϕNω pyjq ´ qKk,0ϕNω pxωk q `Ak,jpxωk , yjqˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ qKk,0ϕNω pykq ´ qKk,0ϕNω pxωk qˇˇˇ` |Ak,jpyk, yjq ´Ak,jpxωk , yjq|
ď Kpθkωq}xωk ´ yk} ď Kpθn2ωqe|k´n2|max
!
δq, e´pλ1´3qN¯{6
)
ď β´1 max
!
δq´
1
8 , e´pλ1´4qN¯{6
)
ď β´1 maxtδq´ 18 , e´pλ1´4qN{54u.
(6.7)
using Lemma 4.7, and the estimates e|k´n2| ď δ´ 18 , e|k´n2| ď eN¯{6 and N¯ ě N{9.
On the other hand, the dual version of Lemma 4.10 impliesˇˇ
ψω` pyj , jq ´ ψω` pxωk , kq `Ak,jpxωk , xωj q
ˇˇ ă C1pθjωqe´pλ1´qpk´jq
ď C1pωqe|j|e´pλ1´qN¯{2 ď C1pωqe2N{3e´pλ1´qN{18 “ C1pωqe´pλ1´13qN{18.
Combine the estimates, we getˇˇˇ´ qKω,bj,0 ϕNω pyjq ´ qKω,bk,0ϕNω pxωk q¯´ `ψω` pyj , jq ´ ψω` pxωk , kq˘ˇˇˇ
ď β´1 max
!
δq´
1
8 , e´pλ1´4qN{54
)
` C1pωqe´pλ1´13qN{18.
We now apply Lemma 6.4 to ϕ “ ϕNω , to replace the index k with j:ˇˇˇ´ qKω,bj,0 ϕNω pyjq ´ qKω,bj,0 ϕNω pxωj q¯´ `ψω` pyj , jq ´ ψω` pxωj , jq˘ˇˇˇ
ď β´1 max
!
δq´
1
8 , e´pλ1´4qN{54
)
` C1pωqe´pλ1´qN{3 ` e´pλ1´3qN{6
ď 2β´1 max
!
δq´
1
8 , e´pλ1´4qN{54
)
ă maxtδq´ 14 , e´pλ1´5qN{54u “ δ1,
(6.8)
where in the last inequality, we take N2pωq large enough so that C1pωqe´pλ1´qN{3 `
e´pλ1´3qN{6 ă e´pλ1´4qN{54 and 2β´1 ă e´N{54, then we use 2β´1 ă δ´ 18 .
Observe that by the standard semi-group property,qKω1,b
j´n1,N¯ qϕ2 “ qKθn1ω,bj´n1,N¯ qKω,bn2,0 ϕNω “ qKω,bj,n2 qKω,bn2,0ϕNω “ qKω,bj,0 ϕNω ,
substitute into (6.8) we obtain AP`pω1, qϕ2, δ1, N¯q.
We now discuss case 2. Starting with the condition AP`pω1, qϕ2, δ, N¯q, we obtain
0 ď k˚ ´ n1 ď max
 ´ 18 log δ, N6 ( such that
}yk˚ ´ xk˚} ď max
!
δq, e´pλ1´3qN{6
)
.
Then for all k˚ ă n2 ´ N¯{3 ď j ď n2, if }yj ´ xωj } ă rpθjωq, using the fact that
pyn, ηnq is a minimizer for K´N,0ϕ, similar to (6.7) we haveˇˇˇ
Kω,b´N,jϕpyjq ´Kω,b´N,kϕpxωk q `Aω,bj,k pxωk , yjq
ˇˇˇ
ď β´1 max
!
δq´
1
8 , e´pλ1´4qN{54
)
,
and following the same strategy as before, we getˇˇˇ´
Kω,b´N,jϕpyjq ´Kω,b´N,jϕpxωj q
¯
´ pψ´pyj , jq ´ ψ´pxωj , jqq
ˇˇˇ
ă δ1.
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Since
Kω2,b´N¯,j´n2ϕ1 “ K
ω,b
n1,jK´N,n1ϕ “ Kω,b´N,jϕ,
we obtain AP´pω2, ϕ1, δ1, N¯q. 
To carry out the upgrading procedure, we need to show that β´good time intervals
exist.
Lemma 6.5. There exists β0 ą 0 such that, for any 0 ă β ď β0, there exists N3pωq ą
0, and for all N ą Npωq there exists a β´regular time interval r´5N{9,´4N{9s Ă
rn1, n2s Ă r´2N{3,´N{3s.
Proof. Let β0 ą 0 be small enough that
P pρpωq ą β0, Kpωq ă β´10 , N1pωq ă β´10 q ą
17
18 .
By Proposition 5.2, for any 0 ă β ď β0, there exists M0pωq ą 0 such that any
minimizer pyn, ηnqNn“´M with M,N ąM0pωq satisfies }y0´xω0 } ă β. We now choose
β1 ą 0 small enough such that
P pρpωq ą β, Kpωq ă β´1, N1pωq ă β´1, M0pωq ă β´1q ą 89 .
Then, there exists N3pωq ą 0 such that for all N ą N3pωq the density of β´regular n
in r´N, 0s is larger than 89 . In particular, the interval r´4N{9,´N{3s must contain
a regular time n2. We impose N3pωq ą 3β´11 , then Proposition 5.2 implies for any
N ą N3pωq, }yn2 ´ xωn2} ă β ď ρpωq, therefore n2 is a good time.
Apply the same argument, by possibly choosing a different N3pωq, we can find a
forward good time n1 in r´2N{3,´5N{9s. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. By Lemma 6.5 there exists a β´good interval. We first
show that if for Kω,b´N,0ϕ backward minimizer pyn, ηnq0n“´N , the condition
AP´pω2, ϕ1, e´λ1N , N¯q (6.9)
holds for an explicitly defined λ1, then Proposition 5.1 follows. Indeed, we only need
the estimate ˇˇ
ψNω pyn2 , n2q ´ ψω´ pyn2 , n2q ´ Cpn2, ω, ϕq
ˇˇ ď e´λ1N ,
where Cpn2, ω, ϕq “ ψNω pxωn2 , n2q ´ ψω´ pxωn2 , n2q.
On one hand,
ψNω py0, 0q ´ ψ´py0, 0q ě ψN pyn2 , n2q ´ ψ´pyn2 , n2q ě Cpn2, ω, ϕq ´ e´λ1N ,
on the other hand, by Lemma 4.10,
ψNω py0, 0q ´ ψ´py0, 0q ď ψN pxωn2 , n2q ´ ψ´pxωn2 , n2q ` C1pωqe´pλ
1´q|n2|
“ Cpn2, ω, ϕq ` C1pωqe´pλ1´qN{3 ď Cpn2, ω, ϕq ` e´pλ1´2qN{3
if N is large enough. Proposition 5.1 follows by taking λ “ mintλ1, pλ1 ´ 2q{3u.
We now prove (6.9). Choose β “ β0 as in Lemma 6.5, and δ such that
δ
1
8 ă min tρpωq, β0{2u . (6.10)
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Using Proposition 2.1, there is N0pωq large enough such that for all N0 ą Npωq, all
ϕ P CpTdq, we have
}Kω,b´N,nϕ´ ψω´ p¨, nq}˚ ă δ, ´2N{3 ď n ď 0.
In particular, for any minimizer pyn, ηnq, we have
pyj`n2 , ηj`n2q0j“´N¯ satisfies AP´pω2, ϕ1, δ, N¯q condition.
Apply Lemma 6.3, obtain
pyj`n1 , ηj`n1qN¯j“0 satisfies AP`pω1, qϕ2, δ1, N¯q condition,
with δ1 “ maxtδq´ 14 , e´pλ1´5qN{54u.
Now we are going to apply Lemma 6.3 repeatedly, from AP´ to AP` and back
until a desired estimate for δ is achieved. We shall assume thta N ą N2pωq. On
the first step we get an estimate AP`pω1, ϕ2, δ1, N¯q for pyj`n2 , ηj`n2q0j“´N¯ where
δ1 “ maxtδq´ 14 , e´pλ1´5qN{54u. Since q ´ 14 ą 1 this estimate is an improvement of
δ unless δ ă e´pλ1´5qN{54. Notice that if this happens we have already proven our
statement with λ1 “ pλ1 ´ 5q{54. It is easy to see that the level δ ă e´pλ1´5qN{54
will be reached in a finite number of steps depending on N . Notice N is large enough
but fixed, this finishes the proof. 
7. Properties of the finite time solutions
We have proven all our statements except Proposition 6.1, which we prove in the
next two sections.
7.1. The guiding orbit. For N P N, denote
ψNω px, nq “ Kω,b´N,nϕpxq, ´N ď n ď 0.
We define
QNω px, nq “ ψNω px, nq ´ ψω` px, nq, ´N ď n ď 0, (7.1)
which is a finite time analog of Q8ω . (Again, the subscript ω may be dropped).
The function QN is a Lyapunov function for minimizers, in the following sense:
Lemma 7.1. Let pyn, ηnq0n“´N be a minimizer for Kω,b´N,0ϕpy0q (will use ψN px, 0q
from now on). Then for all ´N ď j ă k ď 0,
QN pyj , jq ď QN pyk, kq.
Proof. By definition,
QN pyk, kq “ ψN pyk, kq ´ ψ`pyk, kq “ ψN pyj , jq `Aω,bj,k pyj , ykq ´ ψ`pyk, kq
ě ψN pyj , jq ´
´ qKω,bj,k ψ`p¨, kq¯ pyjq “ ψN pyj , jq ´ ψ`pyj , jq “ QN pyj , jq.

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Let
zω´N P arg min
z
QN pz,´Nq,
and define pzωn , ζωn q8n“´N to be a forward minimizer starting from zω´N . The orbit
pzωn , ζωn q plays the role of the global minimizer pxωn , vωn q in the finite time set up, and
is called the guiding orbit. The choice of zωN may not be unique, but our analysis
will not depend on the choice of zωN .
Lemma 7.2. The guiding orbit has the following properties.
(1)
zωn P arg min
z
QN pz, nq, ´N ď n ď 0.
(2)
ζωn “ ∇ψN pzωn , nq ` b “ ∇ψ`pzωn , nq ` b, ´N ď n ď 0.
where both gradients exists.
(3)
QN pzωj , jq “ QN pzωk , kq, ´N ď j ă k ď 0.
(4) zωk , ´N ď k ď 0 is a backward minimizer for Kω,b´N,0ϕ.
Proof. We prove (3) first. Since pzωj qjě´N is a forward minimizer, we have
QN pzωj , jq “ ψN pzωj , jq ´ ψ`pzωj , jq “ ψN pzωj , jq ´ ψ`pzωk , kq `Aω,bj,k pzωj , zωk q
ě ψN pzk, kq ´ ψ`pzωk , kq “ QN pzωk , kq.
(7.2)
On other other hand, let yk P arg minQN p¨, kq, and let pynqkn“´N be a minimizer for
ϕ ending at yk. Then by an argument similar to Lemma 7.1, for any y P Td,
QN py, kq ě QN pyk, kq ě QN py´N ,´Nq ě QN pzω´N ,´Nq. (7.3)
In particular, taking y “ zωk , we have QN pzωk , kq ě QN pzω´N ,´Nq. Using (7.2) for
j “ ´N , we get QN pzω´N ,´Nq “ QN pzωk , kq which implies (3).
This also implies that (7.2) is in fact an equality, therefore ψN pzωj , jq “ ψN pzωk q ´
Aω,bj,k pzωj , zωk q and (4) follows.
Using again (7.3), we have
min
y
QN py, kq ě QN pzω´N ,´Nq “ QN pzωk , kq
which implies (1). Finally, since ψN p¨, nq is a semi-concave function for n ě ´N and
ψ` is semi-convex, (2) follows from Lemma 4.2. 
Combine (3) of Lemma 7.2 with Lemma 7.1, we get
QN pyj , jq ´QN pzωj , jq ď QN pyk, kq ´QN pzωk , kq. (7.4)
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7.2. Regular time and localization of the guiding orbit. We use the idea of
regular time again. Let 0 ă β ă 1 be such that
P pCpωq ă β´1, rpωq ą βq ą 2324 ,
with Cpωq, rpωq from Proposition 3.4. Let M0pωq be the random variable given by
Proposition 5.2 with ρ˜ “ β. Let β1 ą 0 be such that P pM0pωq ą β´11 q ă 1{24. n is
called regular if
Cpθnωq ă β´1, rpθnωq ą β, M0pωq ă β´11 ,
using same proof as Lemma 6.5, we get
Lemma 7.3. There exists N1pωq ą 0 such that for all N ą N1pωq, there exists a
regular time in each time interval of size at least N{12 contained in r´N, 0s.
Lemma 7.4. There exists N4pωq ą 0 depending on β,  such that for all N ą N4pωq,
and ´5N{6 ď k ď 0, we have
}zωk ´ xωk } ď β´1e´λ1|k`5N{6|.
By possibly enlarging N4pωq, we have
0 ď ψN pxωj q `Aω,bj,k pxωj , xωk q ´ ψN pxωk q ď e´pλ
1´3qN{6, ´2N{3 ď j ă k ď 0.
Proof. The proof is again very similar to that of Lemma 6.5. Let n˚ be a regular
time in r´5N{6,´11N{12s. Then
}zωn˚ ´ xωn˚} ă β ă rpθn˚ωq.
Apply Proposition 3.3, we get
}zωk ´ xωk } ď Cpθn˚ωqe´λ1|k´n˚| ď β´1e´λ1|k´n˚|.
Since n˚ ě ´5N{6, the first estimate follows. For the second estimate, since zωk is a
minimizer for K´N,0ϕ, we have
0 “ ψN pzωj q `Aω,bj,k pzωj , zωk q ´ ψN pzωk q, ´2N{3 ď j ă k ď 0.
To avoid magnifying the coefficient of , let K{2 ą Kpωq be the result of applying
Lemma 4.9 with parameter {2, then
ψN pxωj q `Aω,bj,k pxωj , xωk q ´ ψN pxωk q ď 2K{2pθjωq}zωj ´ xωj } ` 2K{2pθkωq}zωk ´ xωj }
ď 4K{2pωqe 2 ¨ 2N3 e´λ1N{6 ď 4K{2pωqe´pλ1´2qN{6 ď e´pλ1´3qN{6,
where the last step is achieved by taking N4pωq large enough. 
We now prove Lemma 6.4.
Proof of Lemma 6.4. We note that Lemma 7.4 proves half of the estimates in
Lemma 6.4. The other half is proven using the same argument and reversing
time. 
For the rest of the paper, we will only deal with time n ě ´N{3. We record the
improved estimates on this time interval.
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Lemma 7.5. There N4pωq ą 0 such that for N ą N4pωq, the following holds for
´N{3 ď k ď 0: let f be any of the following functions: ψN p¨, kq, ψ˘p¨, kq, Am,kpy, ¨q
or Ak,np¨, yq, . Then
|fpxωk q ´ fpzωk q| ď e´pλ´2qN{3.
Proof. We note that all choices of f are Kpθkωq Lipshitz functions. Then
|fpxωk q ´ fpzωk q| ď Kpθkωq}xωk ´ zωk } ď Kpθkωqβ´1e´λ1N{3
ď Kpωqe|k|β´1e´λ1N{3 ď β´1Kpωqe´pλ1´qN{3 ď e´pλ1´2qN{3
for N large enough. 
7.3. Stability of the finite time minimizers. We show that if an orbit pyn, ηnq0n“´N
satisfies AP´pω, ϕ, δ,Nq condition, then it is stable in the backward time. First, we
obtain an analog of (4.1).
Lemma 7.6. Assume the orbit pyn, ηnq satisfies AP´pω, ϕ, δ,Nq, Then for each
´N{3 ď k ď 0 such that }yk ´ xωk } ă rpθkωq, we have
QN pyk, kq ´QN pxωk , kq ě apθkωq}yk ´ xωk }2 ´ δ,
QN pyk, kq ´QN pxωk , kq ď Kpθkωq}yk ´ xωk }2 ` δ.
Proof. The definition of AP´ implies that for all }yk ´ xωk } ă rpθkωq,
} `QN pyk, kq ´QN pxωk , kq˘´ pQ8pyk, kq ´Q8pxωk , kqq } ă δ
the lemma follows directly from (4.1). 
We combine this with (7.4) to obtain a backward stability for pyn, ηnq.
Lemma 7.7. Assume that pyn, ηnq satisfies AP´pω, ϕ, δ,Nq with
δ ě e´pλ1´3qN{3.
There exists C1pωq ą 0 with e´ ď C1pωq{C1pθωq ď e such that, if for N ą N4pωq,
minimizer , if ´N{3 ď j ă k ď 0, satisfies }yj´xωj } ă rpθjωq, }yk´xωk } ă rpθkωq,
we have
}yj ´ xωj } ď C1pθkωqe|j´k|
´
}yk ´ xωk } ` 3
?
δ
¯
.
Proof. Apply Lemma 7.5, we have
QN pyj , jq ´QN pxωj , jq ď QN pyj , jq ´QN pzωj , jq ` 2e´pλ1´3qN{3
ď QN pyk, kq ´QN pzωk , kq ` 2e´pλ1´3qN{3
ď QN pyk, kq ´QN pxωk , kq ` 4e´pλ1´3qN{3
ď QN pyk, kq ´QN pxωk , kq ` 4δ.
Combine with Lemma 7.6, we get
apθjωq}yj ´ xωj }2 ď Kpθkωq}yk ´ xωk }2 ` 6δ.
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Using apθjωq ě e´|j´k|apθkωq, we obtain
}yj ´ xωj }2 ď K{apθkωqe|j´k|
`}yk ´ xωk }2 ` 6δ˘ ,
therefore
}yj ´ xωj } ď e|j´k|
a
K{apθkωq
´
}yk ´ xωk } ` 3
?
δ
¯
.
The lemma follows by taking C1 “
a
K{a. 
8. Estimates from non-uniform hyperbolicity
8.1. Hyperbolic properties of the global minimizer. Denote
Xωn “ pxωn , ζωn q P Td ˆ Rd,
this orbit is non-uniformly hyperbolic.
Proposition 8.1. For any  ą 0, the following hold.
(1) (Stable and unstable bundles) For each n P Z, there exists the splitting
R2d “ EspXωn q ‘ EupXωn q,
where dimEs “ dimEu “ d. We denote by Πsn,Πun the projection to Es, Eu
under this splitting.
(2) (Lyapunov norm) There exist norms } ¨ }sn, } ¨ }un on Rd, and the Lyapunov
norm on R2d is defined by
p}v}1nq2 “ p}Πsnv}snq2 ` p}Πunv}unq2.
There exists a function M pωq ą 0 satisfying e´ ďM pωq{M pθωq ď e such
that
}v} ď }v}1n ďM pθnωq}v},
where } ¨ } is the Euclidean metric. We will omit the subscript from the } ¨ }1n
and Πs{un when the index is clear from context.
(3) (Cones) We define the unstable cones
Cun “ tv P R2d : }Πsnv}sn ď }Πunv}unu,
and the table cones
Csn “ tv P R2d : }Πunv}un ď }Πsnv}snu.
(4) (Hyperbolicity) There exists σpωq ą 0 with e´ ď σpωq{σpθωq ď e, such
that the following hold. Let Yn be an orbit of Φωn.
(a) If
}Yn ´Xn}1 ă σpθnωq, }Yn´1 ´Xn´1}1 ă σpθn´1ωq,
then
}ΠsYn´1 ´ΠsXn´1}1 ě eλ1}ΠsYn ´ΠsXn}1,
where λ1 “ λ´ . Moreover, if Yn´Xn P Csn, then Yn´1´Xn´1 P Csn´1.
In other words, the stable cones are backward invariant and backward
expanding.
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(b) If
}Yn ´Xn}1 ă σpθnωq, }Yn´1 ´Xn´1}1 ă σpθn´1ωq,
then
}ΠuYn´1 ´ΠuXn´1}1 ď e´λ1}ΠuYn ´ΠuXn}1.
Moreover, if Yn ´Xn P Cun , then Yn´1 ´Xn´1 P Cun .
8.2. Stability of minimizer in the phase space. We improve Lemma 7.7 to its
counter part in the phase space, using the Lyapunov norm.
Lemma 8.2. Under the same assumption of Lemma 7.7, there exists C2pωq ą 0
and e ď C2pωq{C2pθωq ď e´ such that, if ´N{3 ă j ă k ď 0 satisfies
}yj ´ xωj } ă rpθjωq, }yk ´ xωk } ă rpθkωq,
then
}Yj ´Xωj }1 ď C2pθkωqe|j´k|
´
}yk ´ xωk } `
?
δ
¯
.
Proof. Apply Lemma 7.7, we have
}yj ´ xωj } ď C1pθkωqe|j´k|
´
}yk ´ zωk } ` 3
?
δ
¯
.
Since j ă ´1, we use Lemma 4.2 to get
}ηj ´ vωj } ď Kpθjωq}yj ´ xωj },
and hence
}Yj ´Xωj } ď 2Kpθjωq}yj ´ xωj }.
We now have
}Yj ´Xωj }1 ďM pθjωq}Yj ´Xj} ď 2pM Kqpθjωq}yj ´ xωj }
ď 2C1pθkωqpM Kqpθkωqe2|j´k|
´
}yk ´ xωk } ` 3
?
δ
¯
ď 6C1pθkωqpM Kqpθkωqe|j´k|
´
}yk ´ xωk } `
?
δ
¯
.
We now replace  with {3 in the above estimate, and define C2 “ 6C{31 M {3K{3,
which satisfies e ď C2pωq{C2pθωq ď e´. The lemma follows. 
8.3. Exponential localization using hyperbolicity. We now show hyperbolicity,
together with Lemma 8.2 lead to a stronger localization. In Lemma 8.3 we show a
dichotomy: either yn ´ xωn contracts for each backward iterate, or yn is δq close to
xn to begin with.
Define
r1pωq “ mintr{4pωq, σ{4pωqu,
where r is defined in Lemma 4.9, and σ defined in property (4) of Proposition 8.1.
Now define
ρ0pωq “
˜
r1pωq
3C{42 pωq
¸2
,
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then e ď ρ0pωq{ρ0pθωq, r1pωq{r1pθωq ď e.
Lemma 8.3. Let pyn, ηnq0n“´N be the minimizer as before. Suppose for a given
´N{6 ď k ď ´1, we have
}Yk ´Xk} ă ρ0pθkωq, δ 14 ă ρ0pθkωq. (8.1)
Then one of the following alternatives must hold for Yk:
(1) Yk ´Xωk P Csk and
}Yk ´Xωk }1 ď maxtδq, e´pλ1´2δqN{6u, q “ λ1{p8εq. (8.2)
(2) Yk ´Xωk P Cuk and
}ΠuYk´1 ´ΠuXk´1}1 ď e´λ1}ΠuYk ´ΠuXk}. (8.3)
Proof. Let us denote dk “ }Yk´Xωk }1, δ¯ “
?
δ and C3 “ C{42 . Define ´N{6 ď i0 ă 0
by the relation
e2|i0| “ min
"
r1pθkωq
3dkC3pθkωq
,
r1pθkωq
3δ1C3pθkωq
, eN{3
*
“ min
#?
ρ0pθkωq
dk
,
?
ρ0pθkωq
δ¯
, eN{3
+ (8.4)
In particular, we have
C3pθkωqe2|i0| ď min
"
r1pθkωq
3dk
,
r1pθkωq
3δ¯
*
(8.5)
and (using C3 “ r13?ρ0 and (8.1))
C3pθkωqe´2|i0| ď max
"
dkr1pθkωq
3ρ0pθkωq ,
δ¯r1pθkωq
3ρ0pθkωq
*
ă r1pθ
kωq
3 ă 1. (8.6)
Since ´N{3 ď i0 ` k ă 0, Lemma 8.2 applies. Using (8.5), we have for each
i0 ` k ď j ă k,
dj ď C3pθkωqe|j´k|pdk ` δ¯q “ e´|i0|C3pθkωqe2|i0|pdk ` δ¯q
ď e´|i0|pdk ` δ¯qmin
"
r1pθkωq
3dk
,
r1pθkωq
3δ¯
*
ď e´|i0| ¨ 23r1pθ
kωq ă r1pθjωq.
(8.7)
As a result, Proposition 8.1 (4) applies for i0 ` k ď j ă k.
If Yk ´Xωk P Cuk (second alternative), (8.3) holds by Proposition 8.1 (4)(b). If
Yk ´Xωk P Csk (first alternative), then Yj ´Xωj P Csj for all i0 ` k ă j ă k, due to
backward invariance of stable cones. As a result, we get from Proposition 8.1 (4)(a)
that
dj ě eλ1|j´k|dk.
Pick j “ i0 ` k, combine with the first line of (8.7), and using (8.6), we get
dk ď C3pθkωqe´pλ1´q|i0|pdk ` δ¯q “ C3pθkωqe´2|i0|e´pλ1´3q|j´k|pdk ` δ¯q
ď e´pλ1´3q|i0|pdk ` δ¯q.
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We can choose  small enough (and as a result |i0| large enough) such that e´pλ1´3q|i0| ă
1
2 , then
δ¯e´3pλ1´3q|i0| ě dkp1´ e´3pλ1´3q|i0|q ě 12dk.
Note that in this case, dk ď δ¯. As a result, using (8.4), and δ¯ 12 ă ρpθkωq from (8.1),
we get
e´2|i0| “ max
#
δ¯a
ρ0pθkωq
, e´N{6
+
“ maxtδ¯ 12 , e´N{3u “ maxtδ 14 , e´N{3u.
We combine with the previous formula to get
dk ď 2δ¯
´
e´2|i0|
¯pλ1´3q{p2q ď ´e´2|i0|¯pλ1´3q{p2q ď max!δq, e´pλ1´3qN{6)
with q “ pλ1 ´ 3q{p8q. 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 6.1.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Define
ρpωq “ ρ0pωq{p4C3pωqq ă ρ0pωq,
then e´2 ď ρpθωq{ρpωq ď e2. Recall the assumption
δ
1
8 ă ρpωq.
Denote k0 “ max
 1
8 log δ,´N6
(
, we have
e´|k0| “ ek0 ě e 18 log δ “ δ 18
and
ρ0pθkωq ě e´|k0|ρ0pωq ě δ 14 , k0 ě k ě 0.
If }y0 ´ xω0 } ă ρpωq, by Lemma 8.2, we have
}Y´1 ´Xω´1}1 ď C3pωqe
´
}y0 ´ xω0 } `
?
δ
¯
ď C3pωqe2ρpωq “ eρ0pωq{2.
Assume e ă 2, then Lemma 8.3 applies for k “ ´1. If alternative (8.2) hold, we
obtain }Yk ´Xωk }1 ď maxtδq, e´pλ1´3qN{6u and the proposition follows. Otherwise,
the alternative (8.3) applies, and
}Y´2 ´Xω´2}1 ď
?
2}ΠspY´2 ´Xω´2q}s ď
?
2e´λ1}Y´1 ´X´1}1
ă e´λ1e{?2ρ0pq ă e´λ1ρ0pωq ď ρ0pθ´1ωq.
if e ă ?2. We can apply Lemma 8.3 again. Suppose (8.2) does not hold for
k ` 1 ď j ď ´1. Then
}Yk ´Xωk }1 ď
?
2e´|k`1|λ1}Y´1 ´X´1}1 ă e´|k`1|λ1ρ0pωq ď ρ0pθkωq.
Therefore this argument can be applied inductively until we reach k “ k0, then
}yk0 ´ xωk0} ď }Yk0 ´Xωk0}1 ď
?
2e´λ1|k0| ď ?2ρ0pωqmax
"
δ
λ1
8 , e´λ1N{6
*
ă maxtδq, e´pλ1´3qN{6u.
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